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The productivity of XVL Studio goes beyond gener-
ating rich illustrations of your parts and products 
from 3D CAD data:  It can also easily animate the 
lightweight 3D models to show the complex rela-
tionships of assemblies with motion.

WHERE THE ACTION IS 
Animations help communicate what static illustrations 
cannot:– the interior design of complex machinery, the 
order of assembly procedures, or the motion of kinetic 
systems.   With XVL Studio, you can make 3D animation 
files in a matter of minutes.  XVL animation files are 
lightweight enough to embed into your reports and 
manuals, email throughout your organization, and use 
on your web site.   

AUTOMATION IN ANIMATION
XVL Studio provides shortcuts for quick animation 
compositions.  XVL Studio tools allow you to: 

Define process animations by a simple drag-and-• 
drop of part names into the process tree. 
Create assembly / disassembly animations, or • 
“explosions,” automatically by simply defining 
assembled positions and disassembled positions of 
parts.  
Compose frame-by-frame for more complex • 
animation sequences, assigning definitions 
according to a series of discrete events.
Make animations interactive with the events of • 
a user’s mouse or keyboard by using pre-coded 
definitions. 

  

XVL Studio • Animation & Simulation
In a Simple Comprehensive Package

ANIMATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURING WORLD
Animations are a simple yet powerful solution to concise 
visual communication of complex information. Until now, 
all on-the-job manufacturing and assembly instruction 
was in static, paper-based 2D. But Lattice’s Digital 
Manufacturing solutions allow easy and inexpensive 
reuse of 3D CAD data directly into highly visual and 
interactive animations for simulation and assembly 
instructions, using models that can be viewed and 
reviewed from any angle. These lightweight animations 
do not need CDs, DVDs, streaming networks, or high 
bandwidths to see and use.

3D animations deliver high functionality and usability 
into the following use cases.  

Production Simulations: • Simulate any production 
process in full 3D, to test for production issues 
before manufacturing begins.
Maintenance and Repair Instructions:•  Provide 
detailed animations for maintenance and repair 
technicians showing them how a new part is 
installed.
Assembly Instructions:•  Provide clear and easy 
instructions to production line staff for building a 
product faster and with more ease
Customer Support:•  Allow customers to quickly 
and visually understand an operation or action 
for products they have bought that need simple 
changes and maintenance. 
Training:•  Enhance training programs with easy-
to-understand visual animations that deliver clear 
instructions for product assembly and disassembly, 
repair and maintenance.
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WORKFLOW
XVL Studio and the XVL Converters contain all the 
tools needed to convert CAD assets to XVL and create 
illustrations and animations for any purpose.  Simply use 
XVL Converter to convert your CAD data into XVL format, 
which preserves the exact geometries of your parts while 
compressing the data size to as little as 1/50 - 1/250 the 
original file size.  Import the desired parts of the assembly 
animation in XVL Studio, where you can assign the process, 
explosion, or key frame definitions to the timeline. Publish 
the results as new XVL files.  

INTEGRATION 

XVL conversion supports all of the major 3D CAD • 
formats.

Recipients with XVL Player can display all XVL Studio • 
animation output. 

Do more with extra options:  embed the files into Excel • 
spreadsheets through Lattice3D Reporter, or into 
webpages with XVL Web Master.

SPECIFICATIONS:   
Computer systems requirements:

Windows 2000 SP2 or higher• 
Windows XP• 
Windows Vista• 

Recommended:
Pentium II 300MHz or higher• 
256MB or more RAM• 
100MB hard disk space.• 

Supported Formats: CATIA V4, CATIA V5, I-deas NX, 
IGES, Autodesk Inventor, Mechanical Desktop, CoCreate, 
Parasolid, Pro/ENGINEER, SolidWorks, Solid Edge, 
STEP, Autodesk 3ds Max, NX, VRML.
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